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SUPEROFFICE 7 ONLINE 

P lus:  Very user-friendly, also suitable for small companies 

M in u s:  Limited support for add-on modules and integrations 

 

It is not every year that SuperOffice comes out with a new main version. After five years of 

SuperOffice SIX, we now have SuperOffice 7 in both online and local server versions. We tested both 

of them. The Online version was launched last year and has now been upgraded to version 7. 

The Online version is a web-only solution, available in two variants. The standard version costs NOK 

295 per user per month and includes the full SuperOffice client and a total of 5GB of storage for 

your organisation. The Pro version costs NOK 395 per user per month and includes the SAINT 

module, support for user-defined fields and Reporter Studio. This version includes 10GB of storage as standard. 

More space, should you need it, is very reasonably priced. The SAINT module, which in the server edition costs 

NOK 23,000, provides support for watermarks (such as the familiar angry baby for 'difficult' customers), the ability 

to create selections of customers who should be followed up and a data warehouse of all customers. 

For many, SuperOffice is synonymous with CRM and this shows in the program. The client is highly polished, 

with a wealth of little details that users come to find indispensable. We couldn't accuse SuperOffice of copying the 

user interface from anyone else – in this area, they are out in the lead. SuperOffice is also proud that BI Norwegian 

Business School now offers a sales and sales management course that uses SuperOffice as part of its 

instruction. 

Naturally enough, SuperOffice's online solution only offers use of the web client and not the Windows client. But 

these are so close in functionality that it is nearly impossible to tell the difference. We spotted a few insignificant 

differences in the dropdown menus at the top, but what is most noteworthy is that the web client has its own built-

in IMAP-supporting e-mail client. This makes it an alternative to Outlook when you log in on a computer that doesn't 

have your usual e-mail client installed. SuperOffice Online's speed is more or less the same as for the other 

Norwegian web solutions, and considerably faster than Microsoft CRM 2011 Online. SuperOffice Online is hosted by 

Visma in Norway, which gives them the advantage over Microsoft in terms of performance for users located in Norway. 

SuperOffice is focused on organisations of 25 or more users, but the Online solution is well-suited to smaller 

companies, and many of the smallest customers are switching to this solution. Comparing the prices of the Online 

and Server editions, they even out for 20 users over 3 years. For more users or more years, SuperOffice Server is 

SuperOffice's web client 
includes an e-mail client that 
can be used online. 
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cheaper. But this is based on the very important precondition that you already have a server and database engine 

that SuperOffice can use, and we’re also assuming that you perform the installation yourself. 

SuperOffice Online does not allow you to install third-party integrations. This is a limitation not present in Microsoft's 

system. We suspect this is because SuperOffice do not give each customer their own database instance, as 

Microsoft do, and that add-on modules therefore have to apply to everyone, or no-one. 

There are a few major and lots of minor innovations in version 7. SuperOffice calls this a user-generated release. 

There is now support for web panels that you can customise. This is similar to what everyone else has on their 

front pages and can contain graphs and lists of data with full drill-down capability. SuperOffice has devised a new 

workflow system that allows you to tailor sales and other work processes without scripting them. For the Online 

edition, this is a great idea, since scripts are not available. We have seen similar solutions in other CRM systems, 

but SuperOffice's variant looks particularly elegant and well set out. SuperOffice has added a powerful extension 

to the selection feature. You can now create selections of anything, and if that's not enough, you can even 

combine two selections to get a union, intersection or items that are in one selection but not in the other. Useful if 

you have already contacted the members of one of the selections. With a little tinkering, you can also combine the 

combinations, but with combined combinations things start to get complicated… 

eMarketing is a new module in SuperOffice; the server module costs NOK 23,000 irrespective of the number of users, but is 

bundled as standard in the Online versions. Here you can produce attractive newsletters to send to customers who 

want them. SuperOffice has good functionality for handling cancellations and reservations. The system can also 

handle error messages and returns from invalid users and spam filters, but there is no automatic cancellation of 

such users. 

We also had a closer look at the e-mail client and connected it to Exchange using IMAP. The author of this article has a 

huge mailbox containing messages back to 1995. There are nearly 150,000 e-mails in some 300 folders. 

SuperOffice didn't manage to display more than three levels of subfolders, and when there were too many 

subfolders at a single level, no scroll boxes appeared. We would have also liked to see the subfolders sorted 

alphabetically, as in Outlook, and for the folder names to display upper and lower case correctly. In SuperOffice's 

defence, it could be said that the majority of these e-mails should be in the CRM system. 

SuperOffice 7 Online is a simple way to start using SuperOffice and is suited to smaller companies, and somewhat larger 

ones who do not want to run their own systems. If you need any special customisation or third-party modules, you will 

need to install on your own server. SuperOffice’s consultants will be happy to help you move your data back and forth. 
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SUPEROFFICE 7  SE R V E R  

Plus: Wide selection of add-on modules, low maintenance costs over time. 

Minus: High price of add-on modules. 

For the largest users, it is both practical and cheaper to install SuperOffice locally. In this case, you 

begin by installing SuperOffice CRM Server for your preferred database. Here, SuperOffice really 

stands out in our test, because it supports many different database engines. The server 

installation of SuperOffice is therefore not fully automated in the way that Mamut, for example, is 

so good at. You need to create the database instance and then SuperOffice's installation program will 

create the database itself. Most users of SuperOffice use SQL Server, and in SuperOffice 7 the 

installation has been made a bit easier since you don't need to create the schema manually. This is an 

improvement that makes life easier for many IT managers. 

When using your own installation of SuperOffice, users are free to choose which client they want to use. Each 

user costs NOK 2,900 for a licence and the same for the client. In other words, a user using one client costs NOK 

5,800. 

If the user wants both web and Windows clients, this will be NOK 2,900 extra. The mobile client costs NOK 700 per 

user. We have calculated the price including one client even though many of the competitors have a mobile client 

as standard. 

Both the web and Windows client are very fast when working on a local server. We enjoyed very high performance 

using our local database server, even though both client and server were running virtually and on the same computer. 

Even with a fibre optic Internet connection, there's nothing to beat a local installation for performance. We found the same 

to be true of Microsoft CRM. 

SuperOffice is a Norwegian product, but is sold in many different countries. There is therefore a range of languages 

available, and absolutely all parts of the program are translated into the relevant language. This is true right up to 

the database field names displayed in the report generator. Foreign currencies are supported, so you can sell to 

many different countries simultaneously. You can also have multiple sets of templates, each in their own 

language. We found that one of our test PCs, which had the English-language version of Office 2010 installed, 

automatically had the English Office toolbar installed. It is also easy to change languages in both the web and 

Windows clients for each individual user. 

In SuperOffice 7, the formerly separate application eJournal is fully integrated. It is now called SuperOffice Customer 

Service, and priced at NOK 23,000 for a server module irrespective of the number of users. Not forgetting eMarketing, the web 

panels, the new workflow system and the improvement to selections. You can also now link a SuperOffice user to 

Active Directory and log in automatically into SuperOffice with the same user name as for Windows and Exchange – 

practical if you have central password rules and common password changes! Many SuperOffice users actually 

have a nasty habit of using their initials for both their user names and passwords. With external access to web and 

mobile clients, this is an especially bad idea. SuperOffice can be used as it is, as soon as you have installed it. You 

just need to start using it and all the most common features and reports are included by default. Sales forecasts are 

easy to generate without any configuration. However, it is important to take into account the fact that you need to pay 

quite a lot extra for things like the report generator and links to your accounting system. Integration with Microsoft 

Office and Lotus Notes is included as standard. If you use Visma Business, you can purchase Visma Superoffice that 

includes free integration from Visma. 

Nevertheless, all the integrations that are available is one of the strengths of SuperOffice. There are ten 

companies in Europe working exclusively on creating integrations for SuperOffice, and the integration with 

Microsoft Office 2007 and 2010 is in many ways more advanced than Microsoft’s own. SuperOffice Ribbons 

Den nye salgsguiden i SuperOffice liker vi svært godt. 
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SuperOffice has excellent 

integration with Office 2010, 

here in English. 

extends the ribbons in Word, Excel and PowerPoint with a separate tab where you can display additional 

information and link to SuperOffice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The partners have created integrations for just about everything in the way of e-mail systems, accounting systems and 

document systems. These integrations are of course not free of charge, but they are crucial for an actor like 

SuperOffice, which doesn’t offer its own accounting or invoicing system. The integrations can be added at every 

possible level. You can add buttons with functions and new tabs everywhere. The entire main window can be placed into a 

tab to create new applications within SuperOffice. 

One of the most powerful features is that the entire client can be scripted. This is how SuperOffice integrates its 

workflow mechanisms. This includes powerful functionality right up there with Microsoft’s. You can experiment 

with this yourself by downloading one of a number of sample scripts from SuperOffice’s development site and 

editing it. It does however take a good deal of experience to adapt it to a large organisation. It is at this level that you 

will need to use a partner to customise the solution to your business. SuperOffice can be used out of the box, but there 

are practically no limitations to scaling it up if the need arises. The scripting languages are JavaScript or VBScript, 

which many people are familiar with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We like the new sales guide in 

SuperOffice very much. 
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SuperOffice may turn out to be very expensive if you need many modules or a lot of consultancy help, but with an 

annual maintenance cost of just 18% of the new price, it is not that costly to maintain the program over time.
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Our choice 

Once again, this year's test contains both large and not so large systems. Some of the vendors thought that they could not 

be compared with the others in the test. We made the comparison all the same because we think it is more relevant than 

ever now that Microsoft and SuperOffice have SaaS solutions. Some products have a high start-up cost and gradually 

become cheaper. Other solutions are moderately priced to begin with and have a fixed price regardless of the number of 

users and how many years have passed since first installed. Nonetheless we looked at 20 users over three years, meaning 

that many of the participants in the test are directly comparable in terms of price. This made us even more convinced that 

our decision to compare them all was the right one. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a very powerful CRM platform. Even the online version can be modified, customised and 

extended beyond recognition. All the tools you need are included in the program, and the price is not offputting. But to get 

the most out of it you will have to be prepared to spend some time or hire some consultants to get the system set up for 

your organisation. 

SuperOffice is the winner again. This does not mean that the other systems are inadequate or that there aren't situations 

where they'd be a better choice. It simply means that SuperOffice is the best at the core CRM functionality. The online 

version is suitable for both large and small companies and is easy to get started with. Even though SuperOffice can be 

customised and extended beyond recognition, and commits you to unwanted costs for add-on modules and consultants, it 

is fully usable out of the box. SuperOffice is meticulous when it comes to the little details, which makes it a good place to 

work in. 

 

Program  Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM 

Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM 

SuperOffice 

CRM 

SuperOffice 

CRM 

Edition  2011 Online 2011 Server 7 Online 7 Server 

Ratings Weight     

Getting started 7 4,5 3,5 5,5 3,0 

User-friendliness 15 4,8 4,8 5,8 5,8 

Functionality 15 5,5 5,5 4,5 5,0 

Document register 10 5,0 5,0 5,5 5,5 

Office integration 10 5,0 5,0 4,5 5,0 

Sales overview 13 5,2 5,2 5,8 5,8 

Accessibility 10 5,0 5,0 5,5 5,5 

Workflow 10 5,5 5,5 5,5 6,0 

Price 10 3,5 3,5 4,0 4,0 

Overall rating 100 4,9 4,9 5,2 5,2 

 


